
Wellness Balancer Training Program
Accreditation to be an AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer



AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer Accreditation

Goal
To create accredited Wellness Balancers who can start their AcuEnergetics® career by giving 
AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balances.

Pre-requisites
Must have completed AcuEnergetics® Level 1, Level 2, Level 3 and Practitioner Training.

What is the AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer Accreditation?
It is the process of completing a number of assessments and criteria that will give you the option 
of starting your AcuEnergetics® career as a paid AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer. 

What is an AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer?
An AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer is someone who is accredited to give AcuEnergetics® 
Wellness Balances in a clinical setting. They can make a career out of this qualification and as 
such may charge* for the AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balances they give to clients.

*There is a standard pricing structure for AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancers.

Who is this Accreditation for?
• Anyone with a love and passion for energy medicine, who is interested in making a career  
 out of becoming an accredited AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer. As an accredited   
 AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer, you may then go and give AcuEnergetics® Wellness  
 Balances professionally. You will also be listed on the AcuEnergetics® website as an  
 accredited AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer.
• People who wish to become AcuEnergetics® Practitioners, but who would like to start off  
 as an AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer.

What does an AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer do?
An AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer is permitted to give any of the AcuEnergetics® Wellness 
Balances for which they are qualified to give, for the purpose of a wellness treatment. An  
AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer is not an AcuEnergetics® Practitioner and therefore does not 
‘treat’ specific ailments or complaints, but rather gives Wellness Balances to clear blocked energy 
channels, reduce stress and tension, increase energy flow, reduce stiffness, strengthen the im-
mune system and bring about a feeling of deep relaxation and wellbeing.

The AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balances are:
• The Circulation of the Light
• Thrusting Channels Balance
• Sacral Balance



• The Wind Gates Balance
• The Energy Centre Balance
• Energy Liver Cleanse
• Energy Lymph Drainage
• Reverse Sacral Balance
• Pelvic Alignment Balance 
• The Stomach 4’s 
• The Three Spinal Gates Balance

Assessment
1. AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancers must complete 4 of each Wellness Balance in a  
supervised environment (by an AcuEnergetics® Practitioner or Teacher).
2. They must pass their practical balance exams.
3. They must pass their practical hand skills.
4. They must complete their Level 3 meditation diary (minimum 3 months).
5. They must have 6 AcuEnergetics® sessions with a qualified practitioner.

What you need to know
Consider the following areas detailed below:

The Wellness Balances
A review and highlights of AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balances:
• The Circulation of the Light
• Thrusting Channels Balance
• Sacral Balance
• The Wind Gates Balance
• The Energy Centre Balance
• Energy Liver Cleanse
• Energy Lymph Drainage
• Reverse Sacral Balance
• Pelvic Alignment Balance 
• The Stomach 4’s 
• The Three Spinal Gates Balance

You (and how you are) 
Becoming an AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer is a rewarding opportunity, but in order to be the 
best we can be, we need to look inside. We can’t offer balance and help to others if we are not 
actively seeking balance and harmony within ourselves. Everything from how we are when we 
greet a client, to the quality of our resonance and energy in the treatment setting, comes back to 
how we are. This is the most important aspect of being an AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer. 
Continued personal development, meditation and a receptive attitude is integral.

Personal Meditation
Meditation is an important and practical aspect of being an AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer. 
You should make sure you practise regularly, attend classes and read to further you understand-
ing on meditation. You will be required to complete and submit your Level 3 meditation journal, 
including a minimum of three months daily meditation.



Practising as an AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer
After you have passed the requirements and assessments and become an accredited 
AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer, you are allowed to give those Wellness Balances to clients in 
a clinical setting. 

There is a legal agreement between yourself and AcuEnergetics® which relates to representing the 
organisation of AcuEnergetics® as one of its AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancers and using some 
of the intellectual property of AcuEnergetics®. It will also cover your responsibilities as an 
AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer and how to maintain a current status. 

You may review this agreement before you decide to commence the AcuEnergetics® Wellness 
Balancer Accreditation. The key points are outlined below.

Key points include:
• There is an annual license fee for using the AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balances,  
 AcuEnergetics® brand name and other AcuEnergetics® intellectual property. The fee is  
 currently AUS $100 + GST.  [If you become an AcuEnergetics® Practitioner, you will not be  
 required to pay both annual fees.]
• You must complete one point of AcuEnergetics® Continuing Education each year.
• You must credit AcuEnergetics® in any web, print or any form of marketing and 
 promotional materials related to the Wellness Balances you are giving and use the 
 AcuEnergetics® logo and website. These materials must be checked with AcuEnergetics®  
 before proceeding with them.
• There is a set price you may charge when practising at The AcuEnergetics® Clinic as an  
 AcuEnergetics® Wellness Balancer and that is $90 for 90 minutes. If you treat somewhere  
 else, we still encourage you to stay within the same price range, however you may decide  
 to set your own price point.




